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Abstract
We study the relationship between general dynamical Poisson groupoids and Lie quasi-
bialgebras. For a class of Lie quasi-bialgebras G naturally compatible with a reductive decom-
position, we extend the description of the moduli space of classical dynamical r-matrices of
Etingof and Schiffmann. We construct, in each gauge orbit, an explicit analytic representative
lcan. We translate the notion of duality for dynamical Poisson groupoids into a duality for Lie
quasi-bialgebras. It is shown that duality maps the dynamical Poisson groupoid for lcan and G
to the dynamical Poisson groupoid for lcan and the dual quasi-bialgebra G.
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1. Introduction
The classical dynamical Yang–Baxter equation (CDYBE) for a pair (g, l ⊂ g) of Lie
algebras ﬁrst appeared in [4,11]. In [10], extending Drinfel′d’s classical work [6], this
equation, supplemented by a condition of l-equivariance, was shown to coincide with
the Jacobi identity for a natural Poisson bracket on the trivial groupoid U × G × U .
Here, G is a Lie group with Lie(G) = g and U ⊂ l∗ is an l-invariant open set.
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In [9], working on the formal disk D, Etingof and Schiffmann have shown that the
moduli spaceM(D, l,) of formal solutions of CDYBE for reductive triples g = l⊕m,
[l,m] ⊂ m, where  ∈ h ⊗ h ⊕ m ⊗ m is a symmetric g-invariant, is isomorphic to
the algebraic variety
M =
{
t ∈ (∧2m)l
∣∣∣ 〈t , t 〉 + 〈,〉 ≡ 0mod l} , (1)
where 〈 , 〉 is Drinfel′d’s bracket. Here, the moduli space (ﬁrst considered for  = 0
by Xu [23]) is the orbit space of solutions of CDYBE for the action of the group
of equivariant maps Map0(D,G)l induced by formal base preserving, l-equivariant
groupoid automorphisms of D×G×D. Their proof relies on formal induction arguments
and the equivariant Poincaré lemma together with the existence of a canonical solution
rAM of CDYBE on l, discovered by Alekseev and Meinrenken [2].
In [16], Poisson groupoid structures on U × G × U compatible with the natural
inclusion of the Hamiltonian unit L×U (the so-called dynamical Poisson groupoids of
[10]) were described. These brackets are given by pairs (l,) where l : U → L(g∗, g)
is a skew symmetric smooth map and  is a g-1-cocycle, and their Jacobi identity
turns out to be equivalent to
• There exists a  ∈ (∧3g) such that for all , ,  ∈ g∗,
〈⊗ ⊗ , ad(3)x 〉 = 
(,,)
〈,x〉 (A)
and

(,,)
(
〈, dpl(i∗)〉 − 〈, [lp, lp]〉 − 〈,lp〉
)
= 〈⊗ ⊗ ,〉 (B)
for all , ,  ∈ g∗, x ∈ g, p ∈ U .
• together with the l-equivariance
dpl(ad∗zp)+ iz + adizlp + lpad∗iz = 0, ∀z ∈ l, p ∈ U (C)
which, naturally, reduce to CDYBE for vanishing cocycle  and g-invariant  =
〈,〉.
The main purpose of the present work is to relate the above structures to Lie quasi-
bialgebras. Note that, for the case l = g,  = 0, and  ∈ (∧3g)g, such a link was
also observed in [8]. First of all, we extend, with natural assumptions, the Etingof–
Schiffmann description of the moduli space in [9] to Eqs. (A)–(C) with, as principal
new result, the construction, in terms of the associated Lie quasi-bialgebra data, of
a canonical analytic solution lcan providing an explicit representative in each formal
gauge class. Secondly, we translate the notion of duality for Poisson groupoids [22,20]
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in terms of a more algebraic duality for Lie quasi-bialgebras, which up to (as yet
formal) Poisson groupoid automorphisms provides an explicit description of the Poisson
groupoid dual of the dynamical groupoid U ×G× U .
Our analysis begins with the observation (see Proposition 10) that conditions (A)–(C)
above imply that the quadruple G = (g, [ , ],,) is a Lie quasi-bialgebra with |l
exact. We then proceed to describe the moduli space M of solutions of (B) and (C)
for ﬁxed ,  satisfying (A). To begin with, in close analogy with [9], we obtain
(Corollary 23) an embedding of M into the algebraic variety
MG,l,m =
{
t ∈ (∧2m)l
∣∣∣ t ≡ 0mod l} ,
where t is the Drinfel’d twist of the associator  ∈ ∧3g. Secondly for a class of
Lie quasi-bialgebras G canonically compatible (see Deﬁnition 25) with a reductive
decomposition g = l ⊕ m, we construct the analytic solution lcan (see Theorem 29)
in terms of a generalization of rAM on l (also considered in [8]), and the adjoint
action of the double d of the underlying Lie quasi-bialgebra. The use of lcan together
with Drinfel′d twists, then shows (see Corollary 35) that, for Lie quasi-bialgebras
compatible with the reductive decomposition g = l ⊕ m the embedding above is a
bijection, providing, in particular, the explicit analytic representative in each formal
gauge orbit. Note that our compatibility hypothesis on Lie quasi-bialgebras includes
the class considered in [9], for which the canonical solution lcan coincides, up to a
twist, with the formal representative they constructed.
For a contractible base U (and, for large classes of examples, up to covering, for
arbitrary U as well), it was shown in [16] that Poisson groupoid duality preserves the
class of pairs (U × G × U, I) where I :L × U → U × G × U is a morphism of
the Hamiltonian unit. However, the explicit expression of the Poisson bracket of the
dual pair (U ×G′ ×U, I ′) relies on the knowledge of a non-canonical isomorphism (a
so-called trivialization) of the algebroid dual A(U ×G× U)∗  A(U ×G′ × U).
Our approach to duality begins with the construction of an explicit trivialization of the
algebroid dual for the canonical solution lcan (see Propositions 39, 40, and Theorem 41).
It turns out that such an isomorphism may be expressed solely in terms of the Drinfel′d
isomorphism relating the doubles of the twisted pairs of Lie quasi-bialgebras G and
Glcanq together with the adjoint action of the double d of G.
Duality for Lie quasi-bialgebras is then deﬁned (see Deﬁnition 42) as follows: let
g = l⊕m be a reductive decomposition. If G = (g, [ , ], ,) is a Lie quasi-bialgebra
such that l = 0 and  ≡ 0mod l, then the dual G is (up to relative signs) the Lie
quasi-bialgebra associated with the Manin quasi-triple (d, l⊕ l⊥,m⊕m⊥).
Our main duality assertion (see Theorem 43) then states that the dual Poisson
groupoid of the dynamical Poisson groupoid associated with lcan for G is (isomor-
phic to) the source-connected, simply-connected covering of the dynamical Poisson
groupoid associated with lcan for G. Note that this is tantamount to saying that (up
to covering) the dual of any dynamical Poisson groupoid is dynamical if and only if
the vertex algebra g admits a reductive decomposition g = l ⊕ m. This however will
be postponed to another publication [21].
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The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall some basic facts about
Lie quasi-bialgebras with some additional material needed for the rest of the paper.
In Section 3, we establish the relationship between dynamical Poisson groupoids and
Lie quasi-bialgebras. In Section 4, we adapt the analysis of the moduli space in [9]
to the study of solutions of (A)–(C). The brief Section 5 provides a formulation of
the dynamical r-matrix rAM in terms of the Lie quasi-bialgebra G = (g, [ , ], 0,).
In Section 6, we construct the analytic representative lcan for Lie quasi-bialgebras
canonically compatible with a reductive decomposition. The last Section 7 is devoted
to duality statements together with some examples and a brief discussion on the link
with duality of symmetric spaces. We have collected some technical lemmas and proofs
in the appendices.
2. Lie quasi-bialgebras
In this section, we recall some basic facts about Lie quasi-bialgebras (see [7], see
also [1]).
2.1. Notations
When E and F are ﬁnite-dimensional vector spaces over K = R or C, we use the
following notations:
• E∗ for the dual of E, and 〈 , 〉 for the canonical pairing between E and E∗,
• L(E, F ) for the set of linear maps from E to F ,
• f ∗ ∈ L(F ∗, E∗) for the adjoint of f ∈ L(E, F ),
• A(E∗, E) for the set of skew-symmetric linear maps from E∗ to E.
Let g be a Lie algebra and let G be a Lie group with Lie(G) = g. In the sequel, Lie
algebra and Lie group cocycles will always take value in A(g∗, g) equipped with the
adjoint action. Thus, a linear map : g → A(g∗, g) is a Lie algebra 1-cocycle if it
satisﬁes the following identity:
[x,y] = adxy + yad∗x − adyx − xad∗y (2)
for all x, y ∈ g, and exact 1-cocycles read as x = adxt + t ad∗x , for some t ∈
A(g∗, g). While a smooth map :G→ A(g∗, g) is a Lie group 1-cocycle if it satisﬁes
the following identity:
gh = g + AdghAd∗g (3)
for all g, h ∈ G, and exact 1-cocycles read as g = AdgtAd∗g−t , where t ∈ A(g∗, g).
Recall that  deﬁned by  = T1 is a Lie algebra 1-cocycle. Moreover, if G is
connected and simply connected, then Van Est’s theorem (see e.g., [14]) ensures that
any Lie algebra 1-cocycle  may be uniquely lifted to a Lie group 1-cocycle such that
 = T1.
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The symbol “ 
(a1,...,an)
” means “sum over cycling permutations of (a1, . . . , an)”.
2.2. Lie quasi-bialgebras
Deﬁnition 1. Let (g, [ , ]) be a Lie algebra,  : g→ A(g∗, g) a Lie algebra 1-cocycle
and  ∈ ∧3g. We say that the quadruple G = (g, [ , ],,) is a Lie quasi-bialgebra if
d = g⊕ g∗ together with the bracket [ , ]d
[x, y]d = [x, y] (4)
[x, ]d = x− ad∗x (5)
[, ]d = 〈⊗ ⊗ 1,〉 + 〈,•〉 (6)
for x, y ∈ g and ,  ∈ g∗, is a Lie algebra. When  = 0, the Lie quasi-bialgebra
(g, [ , ], 0,) is said to be cocommutative. The Lie algebra (d, [ , ]d) is called the
canonical double of the Lie quasi-bialgebra (g, [ , ],,).
Remark 2. Note that our sign convention for the associator  differs from that of
Drinfel′d in [7].
The double d comes equipped with a non-degenerate invariant symmetric bilinear
form:
(x + , y + )d = 〈, y〉 + 〈, x〉 (7)
for x, y ∈ g and ,  ∈ g∗, for which (g, [ , ]) is a lagrangian (that is maximal isotropic)
subalgebra of (d, [ , ]d).
In practice, we will need the following:
Proposition 3. Let (g, [ , ]) be a Lie algebra, let : g → A(g∗, g) be a Lie algebra
1-cocycle, and  ∈ ∧3g. The quadruple (g, [ , ],,) is a Lie quasi-bialgebra if and
only if the following two equations hold:
〈⊗ ⊗ , ad(3)x 〉 − 
(,,)
〈,x〉 = 0, (8)

(,,)
(〈〈,•〉 ⊗ ⊗ ,〉 + 〈⊗ ⊗ 〈,•〉,〉) = 0 (9)
for all , , ,  ∈ g∗ and x ∈ g. In particular, the quadruple (g, [ , ], 0,) is a Lie
quasi-bialgebra if and only if  lies in (∧3g)g.
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2.3. Manin pairs, Manin quasi-triples
Deﬁnition 4. Let (d, [ , ]) be a Lie algebra together with a non-degenerate invariant
symmetric bilinear form ( , )d. We say that a pair (d, g) is a Manin pair if g is a
lagrangian subalgebra of d.
We say that a triple (d, g, h) is a Manin quasi-triple if the pair (d, g) is a Manin
pair, and if h is an isotropic complement of g in d.
Hence, if (g, [ , ],,) is a Lie quasi-bialgebra with canonical double d, the double
(d, g) is a Manin pair, and the triple (d, g, g∗) is a Manin quasi-triple.
Conversely, let (d, g, h) be a Manin quasi-triple. Identifying h with g∗ by means of
( , )d provides a Lie quasi-bialgebra structure on g denoted by G(d,g,h). Its cocycle 
and associator  are explicitely given by
x = pg[x,−1]d, (10)
〈⊗ ⊗ ,〉 =
(
−1, [−1,−1]d
)
d
, (11)
where  is the identiﬁcation : h→ g∗ given by ( , )d.
2.4. Twists
Let G = (g, [ , ],,) be a Lie quasi-bialgebra, with canonical double d. For an
isotropic complement h of g in d, there exists a skew-symmetric linear map t : g∗ → g
such that
h = {t +  |  ∈ g∗} .
The Lie quasi-bialgebra induced by the Manin quasi-triple (d, g, h) is the quadruple
(g, [ , ],t ,t ) where
t x = x + adxt + t ad∗x, (12)
〈⊗ ⊗ ,t 〉 = 〈⊗ ⊗ ,〉 + 
(,,)
〈, [t , t ] + t 〉 (13)
for x ∈ g, , ,  ∈ g∗. The Lie quasi-bialgebra (g, [ , ],t ,t ) is called the twist of
the Lie quasi-bialgebra G via t , and is denoted by Gt . Note that G is a Lie quasi-
bialgebra if and only if Gt is for any twist t ∈ A(g∗, g). Let dt be the double of gt .
The following isomorphism of Drinfel′d [7]
t : d
t
x + 
−→
−→
d,
x + t +  (14)
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will play a crucial role in the sequel. Note that t preserves the bilinear forms of d
and dt . The inverse t −1 of t is given by t −1 = −t , and, if t ′ ∈ A(g∗, g), then(Gt )t ′ = Gt+t ′ .
We will use the following observation:
Proposition 5. Let g be a Lie algebra, : g→ A(g∗, g) a Lie algebra 1-cocycle, and
 ∈ ∧3g. For t ∈ A(g∗, g), let t and t be as in Eqs. (12) and (13). Then the
following equation holds:
〈⊗ ⊗ , ad(3)x 〉 − 
(,,)
〈,x〉 = 〈⊗ ⊗ , ad(3)x t 〉 − 
(,,)
〈,t t x〉 (15)
for all x ∈ g and , ,  ∈ g∗.
2.5. Lie quasi-bialgebra morphisms
Let Gj = (gj , [ , ]j ,j ,j ), j = 1, 2 be two Lie quasi-bialgebras, and 	: g1 → g2
a Lie algebra morphism. We say that 	 is a Lie quasi-bialgebra morphism from G1 to
G2 if the following two conditions hold:
	1x	
∗ = 2	x ∀x ∈ g1, (16)
	(3)1 = 2. (17)
The effect of twisting G1 via some t ∈ A(g∗1, g1) is given in the following proposition:
Proposition 6. Let 	: g1 → g2 be a Lie algebra morphism and let t ∈ A(g∗1, g1). Set
t ′ = 	t	∗. Then the morphism 	 is a Lie quasi-bialgebra morphism from G1 to G2 if
and only if 	 is a Lie quasi-bialgebra morphism from Gt1 to Gt
′
2 .
We also have the following lemma (for a proof, see Appendix B):
Lemma 7. Let Gj = (gj , [ , ]j ,j ,j ), j = 1, 2 be two Lie quasi-bialgebras with
double dj , and 	 a Lie quasi-bialgebra morphism from G1 to G2. Then the relations
	pg1
(
ad1	∗
)n
u = pg2
(
ad2
)n
	u, (18)
pg∗1
(
ad1	∗
)n
	∗ = 	∗pg∗2
(
ad2
)n
, (19)
pg∗1
(
ad1	∗
)n
u = 	∗pg∗2
(
ad2
)n
	u, (20)
	pg1
(
ad1	∗
)n
	∗ = pg2
(
ad2
)n
, (21)
hold for all n ∈ N and for all u ∈ g1, ,  ∈ g∗2.
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2.6. Lie quasi-bialgebras obtained from one another
Let G = (g, [ , ],,) be a Lie quasi-bialgebra. Let 	 be an automorphism of the
Lie algebra (g, [ , ]), and set

	
x = 		−1x	∗, (22)
	 = 	(3). (23)
Then G	 = (g, [ , ],	,	) is a Lie quasi-bialgebra, and 	 is a Lie quasi-bialgebra
isomorphism from G to G	. More generally, let w be an automorphism of the vector
space g, equip g with the bracket
[x, y]w = w−1[wx,wy] (24)
and set w = w(3) and wx = ww−1xw∗ for x ∈ g. Then, the quadruple Gw =
(g, [ , ]w,w,w) is a Lie quasi-bialgebra such that w is a Lie quasi-bialgebra iso-
morphism between G and Gw.
The Lie quasi-bialgebra G− = (g, [ , ],−,) is called the inversion of the Lie
quasi-bialgebra G. Obviously, (G−)− = G. If we denote by d and d− the double of G
and G−, respectively, then the map J : d → d− deﬁned by J (x + ) = x −  for all
x ∈ g and  ∈ g∗ is a Lie algebra isomorphism.
2.7. The adjoint action
Let G = (g, [ , ],,) be a Lie quasi-bialgebra with canonical double d, let D be
the connected, simply-connected Lie group with Lie algebra d, let G be the connected
Lie subgroup of D with Lie algebra g, and let :G → A(g∗, g) be the Lie group
1-cocycle integrating the Lie algebra 1-cocycle . Denote by AdD the adjoint action
of D on its Lie algebra d. For any x ∈ g,  ∈ g∗ and g ∈ G, one has:
AdDg (x + ) = Adgx + gAd∗g−1+ Ad∗g−1. (25)
Indeed, it is easy to show that AdDg AdDg′ = AdDgg′ for all g, g′ ∈ G, and that
d
dt
∣∣
t=0 Ad
D
etu
(x + ) = addu(x + ) for all u ∈ g and x ∈ g,  ∈ g∗.
3. Dynamical Poisson groupoids and Lie quasi-bialgebras
For further information on dynamical Poisson groupoids, see [10,16].
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3.1. Lie quasi-bialgebra associated with a trivial Poisson groupoid
Let G be a connected Lie group with Lie algebra g. For any point x ∈ G, we denote
by Dxf ∈ g∗ and D′xf ∈ g∗ the right and left derivatives at x:
〈Dxf, u〉 = ddt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f (etux), (26)
〈D′xf, u〉 =
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f (xetu) (27)
for all u ∈ g. Let L be a connected Lie subgroup of G with Lie algebra l, and U an
Ad∗L-invariant open subset in l
∗
. We will denote the inclusion by i : l → g. Consider
the trivial Lie groupoid G = U ×G× U with multiplication:
(p, x, q)(q, y, r) = (p, xy, r). (28)
We say that a multiplicative Poisson bracket on G is dynamical if it is of the form:
{f, g}(p,x,q) = 〈p, [
f, 
g]l〉 − 〈q, [
′f, 
′g]l〉
−〈Dg, i
f 〉 − 〈D′g, i
′f 〉
+〈Df, i
g〉 + 〈D′f, i
′g〉
−〈Df, lpDg〉 + 〈Df, xDg〉 + 〈D′f, lqD′g〉, (29)
where l : U → A(g∗, g) is a smooth map, and  : G→ A(g∗, g) is a group 1-cocycle.
In this equation, 
f and 
′f denote the derivatives of f with respect to the ﬁrst and
second U factors, Df and D′f denote the right and left derivatives of f with respect
to the G factor, and all derivatives are evaluated at (p, x, q). Denote by  = T1 the
Lie algebra 1-cocycle associated with .
The map P from G to A(g∗, g) deﬁned by
P(p,x,q) = −lp + x + AdxlqAd∗x (30)
is called the groupoid cocycle associated with the Poisson bracket (29).
Using Theorem 2.2.5. of [16], it may be shown that the Jacobi identity for a bracket
of this type is equivalent to the following two conditions:
• There exists a  ∈ (∧3g) such that for all , ,  ∈ g∗:
〈⊗ ⊗ , ad(3)x 〉 = 
(,,)
〈,x〉 (31)
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and for all p ∈ U and , ,  ∈ g∗:

(,,)
(
〈, dpl(i∗)〉 − 〈, [lp, lp]〉 − 〈,lp〉
)
= 〈⊗ ⊗ ,〉. (32)
• For all p ∈ U and z ∈ l:
dpl(ad∗zp)+ iz + adizlp + lpad∗iz = 0. (33)
Eq. (32) can be seen as a generalization of the modiﬁed classical dynamical Yang–
Baxter equation to which it reduces when  = 0. Eq. (31) is exactly Eq. (8), and Eq.
(33) is a generalization of the l-equivariance of the map l.
Remark 8. Eq. (32) may also be written:
dpl(i∗)− dpl(i∗)− idp〈, l•〉 − [lp, lp] − lpad∗lp+ lpad∗lp
−lp+ lp+ 〈,lp•〉 = 〈⊗ ⊗ 1,〉 (34)
for all ,  ∈ g∗.
Now, by a result from [16], we know that, for a contractible base U, the dual (see
Section 7 below, for more explicit information about duality) of the Poisson groupoid G
with Poisson bracket (29) is still a trivial Poisson groupoid (not necessarily dynamical,
though). Its vertex Lie group Gq0 is the connected, simply-connected Lie group with
Lie algebra (isomorphic to) the vector space
gq0 =
{
i(z)+  ∈ i(l)⊕ g∗ ∣∣ i∗ = ad∗zq0} ⊂ g⊕ g∗ (35)
for some q0 ∈ U , together with the Lie bracket:
[i(z)+ , i(z′)+ ′]q0
=
(
i([z, z′])+ i(z)′ + adi(z)lq0′ + lq0ad∗i(z)′
−i(z′)− adi(z′)lq0− lq0ad∗i(z′)
+[lq0, lq0′] + lq0ad∗lq0
′ − lq0ad∗lq0′
+lq0′ − lq0′− 〈,lq0•
′〉 + 〈⊗ ′ ⊗ 1,〉,
− ad∗i(z)′ + ad∗i(z′)− 〈,•′〉 − ad∗lq0
′ + ad∗
lq0
′
)
(36)
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for all i(z) + , i(z′) + ′ ∈ gq0 . Note that, by a theorem of Mackenzie [17], the Lie
algebras (gq0 , [ , ]q0) are all isomorphic when q0 ranges over U (although, in general,
these isomorphisms are not canonical).
We start with a lemma which relates a solution l of Eq. (32) to its translation
l′ = l − t by an element −t ∈ A(g∗, g):
Lemma 9. Let t ∈ A(g∗, g). Set l′p = lp − t for any p ∈ U . Then Eq. (32) is satisﬁed
for all , ,  ∈ g∗ and p ∈ U if and only if the following equation is satisﬁed:

(,,)
(
〈, dpl′(i∗)〉 − 〈, [l′p, l′p]〉 − 〈,t l′p〉
)
= 〈⊗ ⊗ ,t 〉 (37)
for all , ,  ∈ g∗ and p ∈ U , where t and t are deﬁned by Eqs. (12) and (13)
(even though we do not know yet that (g, [ , ],,) is a Lie quasi-bialgebra).
Proof. Straightforward computation using Eqs. (12) and (13). 
As an immediate consequence we can write Eq. (32) as
〈⊗ ⊗ ,lp 〉 = 
(,,)
〈, dpl(i∗)〉 (38)
for all p ∈ U and , ,  ∈ g∗. Thus, if l satisﬁes Eq. (32) on U, then lp ≡ 0mod l,
∀p ∈ U .
We now come to a proposition which is basic for our subsequent analysis.
Proposition 10. Let q0 be a point in U. If Eqs. (31)–(33) are satisﬁed, then the quadru-
ple Gq0 = (g, [ , ],lq0 ,lq0 ) is a Lie quasi-bialgebra. Moreover, the Lie algebra gq0
deﬁned by Eqs. (35) and (36) is a Lagrangian subalgebra of the canonical double dq0
of Gq0 .
Before proving Proposition 10, we state the following auxiliary result:
Lemma 11. Let l be a solution of (32) and (33) on U and set l′ = l − lq0 . Then for
all , , ,  ∈ g∗, the two following equations hold:
〈, dq0 l′
(
i∗〈,lq0• 〉
)
〉 = 〈, dq0 l′
(
i∗〈,lq0• 〉
)
〉, (39)

(,,)
〈, d2q0 l′(i∗, i∗)〉 = 
(,,)
〈,lq0dq0 l′(i∗)〉. (40)
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Proof. Eq. (39) is a consequence of Eq. (33), and Eq. (40) is the derivative of Eq. (37)
in the direction i∗, evaluated at q0. 
Proof of Proposition 10. According to Proposition 5, the ﬁrst condition of Proposition
3 is satisﬁed, since Eq. (31) holds, so it only remains to show the second condition of
Proposition 3.
According to equality (38), the second condition of Proposition 3 for the quadruple
(g, [ , ],lq0 ,lq0 ) reads:

(,,)
(
〈〈,lq0• 〉 ⊗ ⊗ ,lq0 〉 + 〈⊗ ⊗ 〈,lq0• 〉,lq0 〉
)
= 
(,,)
〈,lq0dq0 l′(i∗)〉 + 〈,
lq0
dq0 l′(i∗)
〉 + 〈, dq0 l′
(
i∗〈,lq0• 〉
)
〉
+ 〈,lq0dq0 l′(i∗)〉 + 〈,
lq0
dq0 l′(i∗)
〉 + 〈, dq0 l′
(
i∗〈,lq0• 〉
)
〉 (41)
which vanishes by Lemma 11 and Schwarz’ lemma. Hence, the quadruple Gq0 =
(g, [ , ],lq0 ,lq0 ) is a Lie quasi-bialgebra.
It is clear from Eq. (36) that gq0 is a Lie subalgebra of the canonical double dq0 ofGq0 , and a simple veriﬁcation shows that it is lagrangian. 
As mentioned above, beware that the dual Poisson groupoid of a dynamical Poisson
groupoid is not dynamical in general, and even if it is, the Lie quasi-bialgebra on g0,
which the dual Poisson groupoid is associated with, is not directly obtained from the
Manin pair (d, g0) (see Section 7.4).
We now introduce the following deﬁnitions:
Deﬁnition 12. Let G = (g, [ , ],,) be a Lie quasi-bialgebra, l a Lie subalgebra of
g, and U ⊂ l∗ an Ad∗L-invariant open subset.
(1) We say that a smooth map l:U → A(g∗, g) is a dynamical !-matrix on U associ-
ated with the Lie quasi-bialgebra G if it satisﬁes Eqs. (32) and (33). A dynamical
!-matrix associated with a cocommutative Lie quasi-bialgebra is called a dynamical
r-matrix.
(2) Let q ∈ l∗, and let Dq ⊂ l∗ be the formal neighborhood of q. We say that a
(formal) map l : Dq → A(g∗, g) is a formal dynamical !-matrix at q associated
with the Lie quasi-bialgebra G if it satisﬁes Eqs. (32) and (33) formally.
(3) We denote by Dynl(U,G) the set of dynamical !-matrices on U associated with the
Lie quasi-bialgebra G, and by Dynl(Dq,G) the set of formal dynamical !-matrices
at q associated with the Lie quasi-bialgebra G.
Lemma 9 has the following interpretation:
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Proposition 13. With these notations, ∀t ∈ A(g∗, g),
Dynl(U,Gt ) = Dynl(U,G)− t ,
Dynl(Dq,Gt ) = Dynl(Dq,G)− t .
From now on, we assume that 0 ∈ U , we set D = D0, and we deﬁne
Dynl0(U,G) = {l ∈ Dynl(U,G) | l0 = 0} ,
Dynl0(D,G) = {l ∈ Dynl(D,G) | l0 = 0} .
Using Proposition 13, we get:
Dynl(U,G) =
⋃
t∈A(g∗,g)
Dynl0(U,Gt )+ t ,
Dynl(D,G) =
⋃
t∈A(g∗,g)
Dynl0(D,Gt )+ t .
Remark 14. For Dynl(U,G) to be non-empty, it is necessary that there exists a twist
t ∈ A(g∗, g) such that t
l
= 0 and that t ≡ 0mod l. Indeed, if l ∈ Dynl(U,G),
then l′ = l − l0 ∈ Dynl0(U,Gl0), as shown by Proposition 13. Now Lemma 9 implies
that l0 ≡ 0mod l and Eq. (33) implies that l0
l
= 0. Obviously, the same holds for
Dynl(D,G).
Remark 15. Let q0 ∈ l∗ such that ad∗zq0 = 0 for all z ∈ l, and let l ∈ Dynl(U,G).
Then the map l′:U + q0 → A(g∗, g) deﬁned by l′p = lp−q0 lies in Dynl(U + q0,G).
4. Gauge transformations
In this section we recall the action of the gauge group on dynamical !-matrices
which was introduced in [10] for dynamical r-matrices. Also, we describe the associated
moduli space, following the scheme of [9].
For any subset A of the vector space E, we denote by A⊥ the orthogonal space
to A:
A⊥ = {v ∈ E∗ ∣∣ 〈v, a〉 = 0, ∀a ∈ A} .
We shall denote by !x and rx the left and right action of a Lie group G on its
tangent bundle associated with the left and right multiplications of G on itself.
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4.1. Trivial groupoid morphisms
Let G1 = U × G1 × U and G2 = U × G2 × U be two trivial Lie groupoids over
the same base U ⊂ l∗ which is assumed to contain 0. Let :G1 → G2 be a base
preserving groupoid morphism.
Proposition 16. The morphism  has the form:
(p, x, q) = (p, p	(x)−1q , q) (42)
for all (p, x, q) ∈ G1, where  : U → G2 is a smooth map satisfying 0 = 1, and
	 : G1 → G2 is a Lie group morphism.
Proof. The most general form for a base preserving map :G1 → G2 is
(p, x, q) = (p,	p,q(x), q), (43)
where 	p,q :G1 → G2. We set 	 = 	0,0 and p = 	p,0(1). If  is a groupoid
morphism, then 	p,q(x) = 	p,0(1)	0,0(x)	0,q(1) and 	0,q(x) = 	q,0(x−1)−1 for all
x ∈ G. Thus, 	 is a Lie group morphism, 	p,q(x) = p	(x)−1q and 0 = 1. 
Let L be a connected Lie subgroup of both G1 and G2, with Lie algebra l. If U is
an Ad∗L-invariant subset of l
∗
, there are two actions of L on Gk , k = 1, 2, namely:
• A left action: h · (p, x, q) = (Ad∗
h−1p, hx, q),• and a right action: (p, x, q) · h = (p, xh,Ad∗hq).
By deﬁnition, the groupoid morphism  is said to be L-biequivariant if and only if it
is equivariant for both left and right actions of L, that is if and only if

(
Ad∗
h−1p
) = hp	(h)−1 (44)
for all h ∈ L and p ∈ U . Since L is connected and 0 ∈ U , this condition is also
equivalent to its inﬁnitesimal version:
	z = z, (45)
r−1p Tp(ad
∗
zp) = Adpz− z (46)
for all z ∈ l and p ∈ U , where 	 = T1	 : g1 → g2 is the Lie algebra morphism
associated to the Lie group morphism 	.
Now, Let P 1 and P 2 be groupoid cocycles on G1 and G2 associated with some
dynamical Poisson brackets on G1 and G2. For f ∈ C∞(G2) and X = (p, x, q)
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a point in G1, a direct calculation yields:

X(f ◦) = 
(X)f + (Tp)∗r∗−1p D(X)f, (47)
DX(f ◦) = 	∗Ad∗pD(X)f, (48)
D′X(f ◦) = 	∗Ad∗qD′(X)f, (49)

′X(f ◦) = 
′(X)f − (Tq)∗r∗−1q D
′
(X)f. (50)
Using these equations and Eqs. (45) and (46), one can show the following:
Proposition 17. The groupoid morphism  is a Poisson groupoid morphism if and
only if the two following conditions hold:
• The groupoid morphism  is L-biequivariant,
• The equation
Adp	P 1X	
∗Ad∗p +(X) = P 2(X) (51)
is satisﬁed for all X = (p, x, q) ∈ G1, where
(p,y,q) = Adyq Ad∗y − p (52)
p = r−1p (Tp)i∗Ad∗p − (Tp)∗r∗−1p (53)
for all (p, y, q) ∈ G2.
Notice that , as deﬁned by Eq. (53) is skew-symmetric (use Eq. (46)), and that
 is an exact groupoid 1-cocycle.
For j = 1, 2, write P j(p,xj ,q) = −l
j
p+jxj +Adxj ljqAd∗xj for all (p, xj , q) ∈ Gj . With-
out loss of generality, we may assume that l20 = 0 +	l10	∗ (this is done by translating
l2, while adding an exact group-cocycle to 2). Denote by Gj = (gj , [ , ],j ,j ) the
Lie quasi-bialgebras associated with lj and the Poisson bracket on Gj .
Proposition 18. With this convention, the following equation holds for all p ∈ U :
l2p = Adp	l1p	∗Ad∗p + p + 2p (54)
and the Lie algebra morphism 	 is a Lie quasi-bialgebra morphism from G1 to G2.
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Proof. Evaluating Eq. (51) at X = (0, 1, p) for some p ∈ U yields Eq. (54), and
evaluating Eq. (51) at X = (0, x, 0) for x ∈ G1 yields:
	1x	
∗ = 2	x. (55)
There exists an open subset U ′ of U, with 0 ∈ U ′, and a smooth map  : U ′ → g2
satisfying 0 = 0 such that p = ep for all p ∈ U ′. Set A = d0 ∈ L(l∗, g2). Notice
that A∗ takes values in l and that A is l-equivariant, since  is. Using the differential of
the exponential map (see Section A.2 in Appendix A), one computes (here and below,
i∗ stands for i∗2 ):
p =
Adep − 1
adp
(dp)i∗Ad∗ep − (dp)∗
Ad∗
ep
− 1
ad∗p
(56)
so that
0 = Ai∗ − A∗, (57)
〈, d0()〉 = 12 〈, [A, Ai∗]〉 − 12 〈, [A, Ai∗]〉 + 〈, Ai∗ad∗A〉
+〈, d20(, i∗)〉 − 〈, d20(, i∗)〉 (58)
for all  ∈ l∗, and ,  ∈ g∗2. Now, by Eq. (32), we have for all , ,  ∈ g∗2:
〈⊗ ⊗ ,2〉 = 
(,,)
〈, d0l2(i∗)− [l20, l20] − 2l20〉. (59)
Using Eqs. (57) and (58) and the fact that 	z = z for all z ∈ l, we compute the three
terms in the right-hand side of Eq. (59):

(,,)
〈, d0l2(i∗)〉
= 
(,,)
〈,	d0l1(i∗)	∗+ [Ai∗,	l10	∗]
+ [	l10	∗, Ai∗] + [Ai∗, Ai∗] − [A∗, Ai∗] + 2Ai∗〉, (60)

(,,)
〈, [l20, l20]〉 = 
(,,)
〈, [	l10	∗+ Ai∗− A∗,	l10	∗+ Ai∗− A∗]〉, (61)

(,,)
〈,2
l20
〉 = 
(,,)
〈,2	l0	∗+Ai∗−	A∗	
∗〉. (62)
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Now, using Eqs. (32), (33), (60)–(62), and the l-equivariance of A, one shows that Eq.
(59) reads:
〈⊗ ⊗ ,2〉 = 〈⊗ ⊗ ,	(3)1〉 (63)
, ,  ∈ g∗2. Proposition 18 is thus proved. 
4.2. Gauge transformations
Let G = U ×G×U be a dynamical Poisson groupoid over U ⊂ l∗ with associated
groupoid cocycle P, and let  : G→ G be a base preserving groupoid automorphism.
Using , we can transform the Poisson structure on G into another Poisson structure,
which is dynamical if and only if  is L-biequivariant. Such a transformation on the
dynamical Poisson structures of G is called a gauge transformation.
Using Proposition 17, the transformation of P by  is given by
P(p,x,q) = −lp + x + Adxlq Ad∗x, (64)
where
lp = Adp	lp	∗Ad∗p + p + 		−1p	∗, (65)
x = 		−1x	∗. (66)
The map l satisﬁes Eq. (32) for the cocycle  = 	 deﬁned by Eq. (22), and for
the 3-tensor  = 	 deﬁned by Eq. (23). Thus,
Dynl(U,G) ⊂ Dynl(U,G	) (67)
for all L-biequivariant groupoid morphism .
4.3. Gauge group and moduli space of dynamical !-matrices
The group Map0(U,G)l of l-equivariant smooth maps  : U → G satisfying 0 = 1,
with pointwise multiplication acts on Dynl(U,G) by setting
lp = Adp lpAd∗p + p + p (68)
for all  ∈ Map0(U,G)l, where  is deﬁned as the right-hand side of equation (53).
It can be checked directly that this action is a left action:
(l)
′ = l′. (69)
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This fact can also be proved at a groupoid level, by considering the action of Map0(U,
G)l on the groupoid cocycles.
The subgroup Map(2)0 (U,G)l of Map0(U,G)l consisting of smooth maps  ∈
Map0(U,G)l such that T0 = 0 acts on Dynl0(U,G).
There is an equivalent at a formal level: the group Map0(D,G)l of l-equivariant
formal maps  : D→ G satisfying 0 = 1, with (formal) pointwise multiplication acts
on the space of formal dynamical !-matrices on D by the same formula (68) (here,
use Van Est’s formula [14] to give a meaning to the term p ). While the subgroup
Map(2)0 (D,G)
l of Map0(D,G)l consisting of formal maps  ∈ Map0(D,G)l such that
T0 = 0 acts on Dynl0(D,G).
In the terminology of [10], the group Map0(U,G)l (resp., Map0(D,G)l) is called
the gauge group of dynamical !-matrices (resp., formal dynamical !-matrices).
Set M(G, l) = Dynl(D,G)/Map0(D,G)l. In the terminology of [23], the space
M(G, l) is called the moduli space of formal dynamical !-matrices associated with
the Lie quasi-bialgebra G.
4.4. Reductive decomposition and Lie quasi-bialgebra compatible with a reductive
decomposition
The statements of this section are generalisations of those of Etingof and Schiffmann
[9]. Eventhough the proofs are analogous, we shall repeat the short arguments in the
body of the text for the convenience of the reader. The proof of Theorem 21 below,
which is identical to that of [9] is reproduced in an appendix.
Recall that a reductive decomposition of the Lie algebra (g, [ , ]) is a vector space
decomposition g = l ⊕ m such that l is a subalgebra of g and [l,m] ⊂ m. Let G =
(g, [ , ],,) be a Lie quasi-bialgebra, l a Lie subalgebra of g and let U ⊂ l∗ be an
Ad∗L-invariant subset of l
∗ containing 0. If Dynl0(U,G) is to be non empty, then 
must vanish on l, by Eq. (33). Let G = U ×G×U be the dynamical Poisson groupoid
associated with some l ∈ Dynl0(U,G). It then follows from Eq. (36) that g0 = l⊕ l⊥
is a reductive decomposition. Therefore, if we want the Poisson groupoid dual to G to
be dynamical too, then g must admit a reductive decomposition g = l⊕m. It is natural
to ask the Lie quasi-bialgebra to be compatible in some sense with this additional
structure on g. This is the purpose of Deﬁnition 25 below. From now on we make use
of the following notation: we denote by pl: g → l the projection of g on l along m,
and by s = (pl)∗: l∗ → g∗ its dual. Notice that the image of s is m⊥ and that s is
l-equivariant.
We recall the equivariant Poincaré lemma (for a proof, see e.g., [9]).
Lemma 19 (equivariant Poincaré lemma). Let l be a ﬁnite-dimensional Lie algebra, V
a ﬁnite-dimensional l-module, and  an l-equivariant closed k-form on D with values
in V for some k1. Then, there exists an l-equivariant (k − 1)-form  with values in
V such that dRh = , where dRh is the de Rham differential operator of differential
forms with values in V.
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Proposition 20. Let G = (g, [ , ],,) be a Lie quasi-bialgebra such that l = 0, and
assume that g admits a reductive decomposition g = l⊕m. Then every formal dynamical
!-matrix l ∈ Dynl(D,G) is gauge-equivalent to a dynamical !-matrix l′ ∈ Dynl(D,G)
such that l′0m⊥ = 0 and l′0l⊥ ⊂ m.
Proof. Deﬁne  : l∗ → g by  = − 12 pll0s− pml0s, and set p = ep . Since l0 is
l-equivariant (because l = 0), since g = l⊕m is a reductive decomposition, and since
0 = 0,  lies in Map0(D,G)l, and thus deﬁnes a gauge transformation on Dynl(D,G).
Now, Eqs. (65) and (57) imply:
l0 s = l0s− pml0s− pll0s = 0, (70)
pll0  = pll0− pll0 = 0 (71)
for all  ∈ l∗ and  ∈ l⊥. 
Theorem 21. Let G = (g, [ , ],,) be a Lie quasi-bialgebra, assume that g = l⊕m
is a reductive decomposition of the Lie algebra g, and that l = 0. Let l and l′ be
two formal dynamical !-matrices in Dynl(D,G) such that l0 = l′0. Then there exists a
gauge transformation which transforms l into l′.
Proof. The proof is that of [9]. See Appendix C. 
As a corollary to Theorem 21, we have:
Corollary 22. If the Lie algebra g admits a reductive decomposition g = l⊕m and if
l = 0 and  ≡ 0mod l then the quotient space
Dynl0(U,G)/Map(2)0 (U,G)l
consists of at most one point.
Consider the following algebraic variety:
MG,l,m =
{
t ∈ (∧2m)l
∣∣∣ t ≡ 0mod l} . (72)
Here, (∧2m)l denotes the set of l-equivariant elements t of A(g∗, g) satisfying tm⊥ = 0
and t l⊥ ⊂ m. It is immediate from Eq. (68) that if l and l′ are gauge equivalent, and
if l0m⊥ = 0, l0l⊥ ⊂ m, l′0m⊥ = 0, and l′0l⊥ ⊂ m, then l0 = l′0.
As a corollary to Proposition 20 and Theorem 21, we have:
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Corollary 23. Let g = l⊕m be a reductive decomposition of the Lie algebra g, and
let G = (g, [ , ],,) be a Lie quasi-bialgebra such that l = 0. Then, there is a
well-deﬁned embedding
M(G, l) −→MG,l,m (73)
which sends a class C to l0, where l ∈ C is any representative such that l0m⊥ = 0 and
l0l
⊥ ⊂ m.
Proposition 24. Let G = (g, [ , ],,) be a Lie quasi-bialgebra, assume that g = l⊕m
is a reductive decomposition of the Lie algebra g, that 〈m⊥,•m⊥〉 = 0, l = 0, and
that  ∈ Alt(l⊗l⊗l ⊕ l⊗m⊗m). Then any formal dynamical !-matrix l ∈ Dynl0(D,G)
is gauge equivalent to a formal dynamical !-matrix l′ ∈ Dynl0(D,G) such that l′m⊥ ⊂ l
and l′l⊥ ⊂ m.
Proof. This proposition can be proved using Theorems 21 and 29, but we give here a
direct proof. Let k1 and assume that lm⊥ ⊂ l and ll⊥ ⊂ m modulo terms of degree
k, i.e., that 〈, ls〉 = 0 modulo terms of degree k for all  ∈ l∗ and  ∈ l⊥.
If :D→ g is an l-equivariant homogeneous map of degree k+1, set  = e. Then
 is l-equivariant too, and l = l+ di∗ − (d)∗ modulo terms of degree k+ 1. Let
 be the homogeneous term of degree k of −pmls. Then  is an l-equivariant 1-form
on D with values in g, since l = 0, and since g = l⊕m is a reductive decomposition.
We now show that  is a closed 1-form: let ,  ∈ l∗. Then, by Eq. (32), and by the
assumption that pmls = 0 modulo terms of degree k, we obtain:
d() = −[pmdl()]k−1 = pm[−dl()+ 〈s,lp•s〉 − 〈s⊗ s⊗ 1,〉]k−1. (74)
Now, by the assumptions 〈m⊥,•m⊥〉 = 0 and  ∈ Alt(l ⊗ l ⊗ l ⊕ l ⊗ m ⊗ m),
Eq. (74) reads d() = d(). Thus  is an l-equivariant closed 1-form on D with
values in g, and hence, by the equivariant Poincaré lemma, there exists a homogeneous
l-equivariant map  : D→ g of degree k + 1 such that d = . Now, it is easy to see
that setting  = e yields 〈, ls〉 = 0 modulo terms of degree k + 1 for all  ∈ l∗
and  ∈ l⊥.
The proof follows by induction as in the proof of Theorem 21 reproduced in Ap-
pendix C. 
This proposition motivates the following:
Deﬁnition 25. Let g = l⊕m be a reductive decomposition of the Lie algebra g, and
let G = (g, [ , ],,) be a Lie quasi-bialgebra.
(1) A dynamical !-matrix l satisfying lm⊥ ⊂ l and ll⊥ ⊂ m is said to be compatible
with the reductive decomposition g = l⊕m.
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(2) The Lie quasi-bialgebra G is said to be compatible with the reductive decomposition
g = l⊕m if the following three conditions hold:
l = 0, (75)
〈m⊥,•m⊥〉 = 0, (76)
 ∈ Alt(l⊗ l⊗ l ⊕ l⊗m⊗m ⊕ m⊗m⊗m). (77)
(3) A Lie quasi-bialgebra G = (g, [ , ],,) is said to be canonically compatible
with the reductive decomposition g = l⊕m if G is compatible with the reductive
decomposition g = l⊕m and if  ≡ 0mod l.
(4) Assume that g is compatible with the reductive decomposition g = l ⊕ m. Let g′
be a Lie algebra and g′ = l ⊕ m′ a reductive decomposition of g′, and let G′ =
(g′, [ , ]′,′,′) be a Lie quasi-bialgebra compatible with the reductive decompo-
sition g′ = l⊕m′. A morphism of Lie quasi-bialgebra compatible with a reductive
decomposition on l from G to G′ is a Lie quasi-bialgebra morphism 	 : G → G′
such that 	(z) = z for all z ∈ l and 	m ⊂ m′.
Let G = (g, [ , ],,) be a Lie quasi-bialgebra compatible with the reductive de-
composition g = l⊕m. First, notice that for all t ∈M(g,l,m), the Lie quasi-bialgebra
Gt is canonically compatible with the reductive decomposition g = l ⊕ m, and that
g0 = l ⊕ l⊥ is a lagrangian subalgebra of the canonical double dt of the twisted Lie
quasi-bialgebra Gt . Also notice that the quadruple (l, [ , ]l, 0, p(3)l ) is a cocommutative
Lie quasi-bialgebra.
5. Alekseev–Meinrenken dynamical r-matrix associated with a cocommutative Lie
quasi-bialgebra
In this section we study the special case l = g. We give a dynamical r-matrix
associated with a cocommutative Lie quasi-bialgebra in a neighbourhood of 0 ∈ g∗,
which generalizes the Alekseev–Meinrenken dynamical r-matrix rAM discovered in [2]
for the compact case, and then adapted to the quadratic case (see e.g., [9,13]). It was
ﬁrst observed in [8] that rAM only depends on the associator. We give a simpliﬁed
proof of this fact, obtained as a corollary to the theorems of [9,13].
If E is a vector space, and f ∈ L(E,E), we denote by SpE(f ) ⊂ C the spectrum
of the endomorphism f of E.
Consider the meromorphic function on C:
F(z) = coth(z)− 1
z
. (78)
Observe that F is analytic around 0. We recall the Alekseev–Meinrenken theorem (for
a proof, see [2] for the compact case, and [9,13] for the general case):
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Theorem 26 (Alekseev–Meinrenken). Let (g, [ , ]) be a Lie algebra, and  ∈ (S2g)g a
non-degenerate invariant symmetric 2-tensor. Then the meromorphic map
R: g
p
−→
−→
A(g, g),
F (adp)
(79)
satisﬁes the identity:
dpR(X)Y − dpR(Y )X − *
(
X, dpR(·)Y
)
− [Rp(X),Rp(Y )] + Rp([Rp(X), Y ] + [X,Rp(Y )]) = [X, Y ] (80)
for all X, Y ∈ g and p such that Spg(adp) ∩ iZ∗ = ∅.
In Eq. (80), the term * (X, dpR(·)Y ) is the element u of g such that (u, v) =(
X, dpR(v)Y
)
for all v ∈ g, where ( , ) is the non-degenerate invariant symmetric
bilinear form on g associated with .
As a corollary, we have:
Corollary 27. Let G = (g, [ , ], 0,) be a cocommutative Lie quasi-bialgebra with
double d. We consider the Ad∗G-invariant open subset of g∗ containing 0:
U =
{
p ∈ g∗
∣∣∣ Spd(addp) ∩ iZ∗ = ∅} (81)
Then, the map:
rAM: U
p
−→
−→
A(g∗, g)
F
(
addp
) (82)
is a dynamical r-matrix over U associated with the Lie quasi-bialgebra G, where add
is the adjoint action of the Lie algebra d.
Proof. Since addpg ⊂ g∗ and addpg∗ ⊂ g for all p ∈ g∗, and since F is an odd function,
it is clear that F(addp)g∗ ⊂ g. Also, by the invariance of the (canonical) bilinear form
on d, and the oddness of the function F, we have F(addp)ig∗ ∈ A(g∗, g), so that rAM
is well deﬁned.
Now, if g ∈ G and p ∈ U , using Eq. (25), one ﬁnds:
AdgrAMp Ad∗g = AddgF
(
addp
)
Ad∗g = F
(
addAddgp
)
AddgAd∗g = rAMAd∗
g−1p
so that rAM is g-equivariant.
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It only remains to show that rAM satisﬁes the classical dynamical Yang–Baxter
equation. To do so, apply Theorem 26 to the Lie algebra (d, [ , ]d) with its canonical
invariant non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form. 
Corollary 28. Let G = (g, [ , ],,) be a Lie quasi-bialgebra, and D the formal
neighborhood of 0 ∈ g∗. Then Dynl(D,G) = ∅ if and only if  is an exact 1-cocycle.
In this case, the moduli space M(G, g) consists of one point.
6. Dynamical -matrix compatible with a reductive decomposition
In this section, we present the most important result of this article, namely, we give
an analytic formula for an !-matrix associated with a Lie quasi-bialgebra canonically
compatible with a reductive decomposition of a Lie algebra. As a corollary, we show
that the embedding of the moduli space of Corollary 23 is an isomorphism.
In what follows, we denote by pg (resp., pg∗ ) the projection of d = g ⊕ g∗ on g
(resp., g∗) along g∗ (resp., g).
Theorem 29. Let g = l⊕m be a reductive decomposition of the Lie algebra (g, [ , ]),
and let G = (g, [ , ],,) be a Lie quasi-bialgebra canonically compatible with the
reductive decomposition g = l⊕m with canonical double d. Let U be the Ad∗L-invariant
open subset of l∗ containing 0 deﬁned by
U =
{
p ∈ l∗
∣∣∣ Spl⊕l∗(adl⊕l∗p ) ∩ iZ∗ = ∅ and 0 /∈Spg(pgAdde−sp ig)} . (83)
For any p ∈ U , deﬁne
lcanp (s+ ) = rAMp − (pgAdde−sp ig)−1pgAdde−sp (84)
for  ∈ l∗ and  ∈ l⊥ ⊂ g∗, where rAM is the Alekseev–Meinrenken r-matrix associated
with the Lie quasi-bialgebra
(
l, [ , ]l, 0, p(3)l 
)
. Then lcan lies in Dynl0(U,G) and is
compatible with the reductive decomposition g = l⊕m.
In the sequel, we drop the sufﬁx d of the adjoint action, since no confusion is
possible.
Before proving Theorem 29, we state three lemmas.
Lemma 30. For all p ∈ U and for all n ∈ N, we have the following inclusions:
ad2nspm⊥ ⊂ m⊥, ad2nsp l ⊂ l,
ad2n+1sp m⊥ ⊂ l, ad2n+1sp sl ⊂ m⊥,
adnsp(m⊕ l⊥) ⊂ m⊕ l⊥,
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In particular, lcanp , as deﬁned by formula (84), satisﬁes lcanp m⊥ ⊂ l and lcanl⊥ ⊂ m for
all p ∈ U .
Proof. The proof is straightforward using the assumptions made on  and . 
Lemma 31. lcanp , as deﬁned by formula (84), is skew-symmetric for all p ∈ U .
Proof. Applying Lemma A.1 to the vector space decomposition d = g⊕ g∗ and to the
automorphism Ade−sp of d yields:
lcanp  = pgAdesp(pg∗Adesp ig∗)−1 (85)
for all  ∈ l⊥. Since Ad∗esp = Ade−sp and since lcanp  ∈ m by Lemma 30, we have
lcanp  = −(lcanp )∗. Obviously, if  ∈ l∗, then (lcanp )∗s = −lcanp s. Lemma 31 is thus
proved. 
Lemma 32. For all p ∈ U and  ∈ l⊥,
Ade−sp(lcanp + ) ∈ g∗. (86)
More precisely, one has:
Ade−sp(lcanp + ) = (pg∗Adesp ig∗)−1 (87)
for all  ∈ l⊥.
Proof. Write Ade−spX = pgAde−spX + pg∗Ade−spX for all X ∈ d. Then,
Ade−splcanp  = −pgAde−sp− pg∗Ade−sp(pgAde−sp ig)−1pgAde−sp+ Ade−sp
= pg∗Ade−sp− pg∗Ade−sp(pgAde−sp ig)−1pgAde−sp
= pg∗Ade−sp(lcanp + ).
Now, by Lemma 31, one has:
Ade−sp(lcanp + ) = pg∗Ade−sp(pgAdesp(pg∗Adesp ig∗)−1+ )
= pg∗Ade−spAdesp(pg∗Adesp ig∗)−1
= (pg∗Adesp ig∗)−1.
Lemma 32 is thus proved. 
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Proof of Theorem 29. We write l in place of lcan.
We show that the map l is l-equivariant: let h ∈ L. First, notice that
sAd∗
h−1p = Adhsp
and that
Adhpg = pgAdh
since h = 0 (see Eq. (25)).
Clearly, if  ∈ l∗, then lAd∗
h−1p
s = AdhlpAd∗hs. If  ∈ l⊥, then
lAd∗
h−1p
 = lAdhp
= −(pgAdhe−sph−1 ig)−1pgAdhe−sph−1
= −(pgAdhAde−spAdh−1 ig)−1pgAdhAde−spAdh−1
= −Adh(pgAde−sp ig)−1pgAde−spAd∗h
= AdhlpAd∗h.
Thus, l is l-equivariant.
Clearly, l0 = 0, and l is compatible with the reductive decomposition g = l⊕m. Thus,
it only remains to show that l satisﬁes the generalization of the classical dynamical
Yang–Baxter Eq. (34). Notice that we can write this equation as:
dpl(i∗)− dpl(i∗)− idp〈, l•〉 − [lp, lp] + lppg∗ [lp, ] + lppg∗ [, lp]
− pg[lp, ] − pg[, lp] + lppg∗ [, ] = pg[, ], (88)
where the bracket is that of the Lie algebra d. We now prove that Eq. (88) is satisﬁed
for all ,  ∈ g∗:
(1) If ,  ∈ m⊥, Eq. (88) holds, by Corollary 27 and because l is compatible with
the reductive decomposition g = l⊕m.
(2) If  = s for some  ∈ l∗ and  ∈ l⊥, Eq. (88) becomes:
dpl()− [lps, lp] + lp[lps, ] + lppg∗ [s, lp]
− pg[s, lp] + lppg∗ [s, ] = pg[s, ]. (89)
Now, using the differential of the exponential map (see Section A.2 in the Appendix
A), the fact that Ade−sp is an automorphism of the Lie algebra d, and the property
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pg[l, g∗] = 0, we obtain:
(2a) dpl() =
(
pgAde−sp ig
)−1 pg ([ sh adspadsp s, pg∗Ade−sp(lp+ )])(2b) [
lps, lp
] = − (pgAde−sp ig)−1 pg ([Ade−sp lps, pgAde−sp]
+
[(
ch adsp − sh adsp
adsp
)
s, pg∗Ade−sp lp
])
(2c)
lp[lps, ] =
(
pgAde−sp ig
)−1 pg (− [Ade−sp lps, pgAde−sp]
+
[(
ch adsp − sh adsp
adsp
)
s, pg∗Ade−sp
])
(2d)
lppg∗ [s, lp] = pg
[
s, lp
]+ (pgAde−sp ig)−1 pg ([Ade−sps, pgAde−sp]
− [ch adsps, pg∗Ade−sp lp])
(2e) lppg∗ [s, ] = pg[s, ] −
(
pgAde−sp ig
)−1 pgAde−sp[s, ].
Assembling these terms shows that Eq. (89) is satisﬁed.
(3) If ,  ∈ l⊥, Eq. (88) becomes:
−idp〈, l•〉 −
[
lp, lp
]+ lppg∗ [lp, ]
+ lppg∗
[
, lp
]− pg [lp, ]− pg [, lp]+ lppg∗ [, ] = pg[, ]. (90)
By the previous item, we know that the projection on l of this equation is satisﬁed.
So it only remains to consider the projection on m, namely to show that:
− [lp, lp]+ lppg∗ [lp, ]+ lppg∗ [, lp]
− pg
[
lp, 
]− pg [, lp]+ lppg∗ [, ] ∈ l. (91)
As in the preceding item, one obtains:
(3a)
[lp, lp] =
(
pgAde−sp ig
)−1 pg [pgAde−sp− pg∗Ade−sp lp,
pgAde−sp− pg∗Ade−sp lp
]
,
(3b)
lppg∗ [lp, ] = pg[lp, ] +
(
pgAde−sp ig
)−1 pg ([pgAde−sp, pgAde−sp]
+ [pgAde−sp, pg∗Ade−sp]− [pg∗Ade−sp lp,Ade−sp])
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(3c)
lppg∗ [, lp] = pg[, lp] +
(
pgAde−sp ig
)−1 pg ([pgAde−sp, pgAde−sp]
+ [pg∗Ade−sp lp, pgAde−sp]− [Ade−sp, pg∗Ade−sp lp])
(3d) lppg∗ [, ] = pg[, ] −
(
pgAde−sp ig
)−1 pg [Ade−sp,Ade−sp]
Using pg[l⊥, l⊥] ⊂ l, then implies that (91) holds.
Thus l is a dynamical !-matrix, and Theorem 29 is proved. 
Remark 33. Theorem 29 improves the result of [9] as it provides, on the one hand
(see below), explicit analytic dynamical r-matrices in each formal gauge orbit of [9]
and, on the other, explicit !-matrices for certain classes of Lie quasi-bialgebras which
are not necessarily quasi-triangular nor cocommutative.
Deﬁnition 34. Let G = (g, [ , ],,) be a Lie quasi-bialgebra canonically compatible
with a reductive decomposition g = l⊕m of the Lie algebra g.
• The dynamical !-matrix provided by Theorem 29 is called the canonical dynamical
!-matrix on l associated with the Lie quasi-bialgebra G compatible with the reductive
decomposition g = l⊕m, and will be denoted by lcan(G,l,m), or simply lcan when no
confusion is possible.
• The dynamical Poisson groupoid G = U ×G× U associated with the canonical !-
matrix lcan(G,l,m) on U is called the canonical dynamical Poisson groupoid associated
with the Lie quasi-bialgebra G compatible with the reductive decomposition g = l⊕m,
and will be denoted by (G,G, l,m)can.
As a corollary to Theorem 29, we obtain:
Corollary 35. Let g = l ⊕ m be a reductive decomposition of the Lie algebra g,
and let G = (g, [ , ],,) be a Lie quasi-bialgebra compatible with the reductive
decomposition of g. Then the embedding M(G, l) → MG,l,m of Corollary 23 is an
isomorphism.
Proof. We only need to show that this map is onto. Let  ∈MG,l,m. It is easy to check
that the Lie quasi-bialgebra G is still compatible with the reductive decomposition
of g, and since  ≡ 0mod l, Theorem 29 provides a dynamical !-matrix lcan ∈
Dynl0(D,G). Now, using Proposition 13, l′ = lcan +  lies in Dynl(D,G) and is
mapped to . 
Example 36 (The cocommutative case of [8,9], see also [3,12]). (a) Let g = l ⊕ m
with [l,m] ⊂ m, and consider the Lie quasi-bialgebra G = (g, [ , ], 0,) with
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 ∈ Alt(l⊗ l⊗ l ⊕ l⊗m⊗m). We have
pg(Ade−sp) = −sh adsp ∈ m, ∀ ∈ l⊥, (92)
pg(Ade−spu) = ch adspu ∈ m, ∀u ∈ m. (93)
Therefore,
lcanp (s+ ) =
(
coth adsp − 1
adsp
)
s+ th adsp. (94)
(b) Note that (a) applies to the following classical situation: assume that the quadratic
Lie algebra (g, Bg) admits a splitting
g = g+ ⊕ g−, [g±, g±] ⊂ g+, [g+, g−] ⊂ g− (95)
such that either
Bg(g+, g−) = 0 (96)
or
Bg(g±, g±) = 0 (97)
holds. Set l = g+, and m = g−. Then the associator  = 〈,〉, where  ∈ (S2g)g
is the invariant element associated with Bg, satisﬁes the condition of (a). Note that, in
either cases, the adjoint action of d appearing in the expression of lcan coincides with
that of g.
The Cartan decomposition of a real simple Lie algebra where g± are the ±1-
eigenspaces of the Cartan involution (see [15]) provides examples of type (96). On
the other hand, the Cartan decomposition of a complex simple Lie algebra g = u⊕ iu,
where u ⊂ g is the compact real form of g provides an example of type (96) when
equipped with the quadratic form !Bg, and an example of the lagrangian type (97)
when equipped with "Bg, where Bg is the Killing form of g. (Note that the latter case
already appeared in the appendix of [9].)
We end this section with two propositions:
Proposition 37. Let g = l⊕m be a reductive decomposition of the Lie algebra g, let
G = (g, [ , ],,) be a Lie quasi-bialgebra canonically compatible with the reductive
decomposition g = l⊕m. Then,
lcan(G−,l,m)p = −lcan(G,l,m)−p (98)
for all p ∈ U .
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Proof. Clearly, for all  ∈ l∗, lcan(G−,l,m)p s = lcan(G,l,m)p s = −lcan(G,l,m)−p s (since the
map F deﬁned by Eq. (78) is skew-symmetric). Now, let  ∈ l⊥. Then, using the fact
that the map J, as deﬁned in Section 2.6, is an isomorphism, we have:
lcan(G−,l,m)p  = −(pgAd−e−sp ig)−1pgAd−e−sp
= (pgAd−e−spJ ig)−1pgAd−e−spJ
= (pgJAde−J sp ig)−1pgJAde−J sp
= (pgAdesp ig)−1pgAdesp
= −lcan(G,l,m)−p .
Proposition 37 is thus proved. 
Proposition 38. Let g1 = l ⊕ m1 and g2 = l ⊕ m2 be reductive decompositions of
the Lie algebras (g1, [ , ]1) and (g2, [ , ]2), and let G1 = (g1, [ , ]1,1,1) and G2 =
(g2, [ , ]2,2,2) be two Lie quasi-bialgebra structures on g1 and g2 canonically
compatible with the reductive decompositions g1 = l ⊕ m1 and g2 = l ⊕ m2. Let
	:G1 → G2 be a morphism of Lie quasi-bialgebras compatible with the reductive
decompositions on l. Then we have:
	lcan(G1,l,m1)	∗ = lcan(G2,l,m2). (99)
Proof. For j = 1, 2, we denote by sj : l∗ → g∗j , the dual of the projection of gj on l,
along mj . Since 	z = z for all z ∈ l and since 	m1 ⊂ m2, then 	∗s2p = s1p for all
p ∈ U . Now, using Lemma 7, we obtain: 	pg1Ad1e−s1p ig1 = pg2Ad2e−s2p	ig1 . Thus,
	(pg1Ad
1
e−s1p ig1)
−1 = (pg2Ad2e−s2p ig2)−1	. (100)
By using Lemma 7 again, we obtain for all  ∈ l⊥ ⊂ g∗2:
	pg1Ad
1
e−s1p	
∗ = pg2Ad2e−s2p. (101)
Assembling Eqs. (100) and (101) proves Proposition 38. 
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7. Trivialization and duality
7.1. Trivial Lie algebroids
Let (g, [ , ]g) be a Lie algebra and M a manifold. Recall (see [17]) that the trivial
Lie algebroid on M with vertex algebra g is the vector bundle A = TM⊕ (M×g) over
M, where the anchor is the projection on TM , and the bracket is deﬁned as follows:
let  and ′ be two sections of the vector bundle A, say  = (X, x) and ′ = (X′, x′)
where X and X′ are two vector ﬁelds on M and x, x′:M → g, and set
[, ′]A = [X,X′] ⊕
(
X · x′ −X′ · x + [x, x′]g
)
. (102)
The bracket in the ﬁrst component of the right-hand side of Eq. (102) is the bracket
of vector ﬁelds on M, and X · x′ denotes the derivative of x′ in the direction of X.
7.2. Duality for Lie bialgebroids
Recall that a Lie bialgebroid on a base M is a pair (A,A′) of algebroids A and A′
over M, together with a non-degenerate pairing between A and A′, and a supplementary
compatibility condition (see [19] for the explicit statement). Now let (G, { , }) be a
Poisson groupoid, denote by A(G) its associated Lie algebroid, and by NG the conormal
bundle of the unit in G. Note that NG is canonically isomorphic to A(G)∗, the dual
vector bundle of A(G). It follows from Weinstein’s coisotropic calculus (see [22]) that
NG carries a Lie algebroid structure induced by the Poisson bracket { , } on G such
that the pair (A(G), NG) is a Lie bialgebroid.
Now, let (A,A′) be a Lie bialgebroid over a base M and denote by a and by a′ the
anchors of A and A′ respectively. One can show (see [19]) the following assertions:
(1) the pair (A′, A) is a Lie bialgebroid,
(2) the map a′ ◦ a∗ from T∗M to TM deﬁnes a Poisson bivector on M,
(3) a ◦ (a′)∗ = −a′ ◦ a∗.
By deﬁnition (see [18]), the dual Lie bialgebroid of the Lie bialgebroid (A,A′) is the
Lie bialgebroid (A′,−A), where −A is the Lie algebroid obtained by changing the
sign of both anchor and bracket of A. The sign “−” appears in the duality to keep
the same induced Poisson structure on the base M, as justiﬁed by point (3) above. By
deﬁnition, a Poisson groupoid dual to a Poisson groupoid (G, { , }) is any (connected,
source-simply-connected) Poisson groupoid (G, { , }) such that the Lie bialgebroid
(A(G), NG ) is the Lie bialgebroid dual to the Lie bialgebroid (A(G), NG). The dual
is unique up to isomorphism, but may not exist (globally) in general.
7.3. Trivialization
Let G be a connected, simply-connected Lie group with Lie algebra g, L a Lie
subgroup of G with Lie algebra l and U an L-invariant open subset in l∗. Consider the
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trivial groupoid G = U ×G×U , with Poisson structure given by a dynamical !-matrix
l associated with a Lie quasi-bialgebra G = (g, [ , ],,). Recall ([16], see also [5]
for the case  = 0) that the Lie algebroid of the Poisson groupoid dual to G is the
vector bundle N(U) = U × l× g∗ over U together with the bracket on its sections:
[
(z, ), (z′, ′)
]N(U)
p
=
(
dpz′
(
aN(U)p (zp, p)
)
− dpz
(
aN(U)p (z
′
p, 
′
p)
)
−[zp, z′p] + 〈, dpl(·)′〉,
dp′
(
aN(U)p (zp, p)
)
− dp
(
aN(U)p (z
′
p, 
′
p)
)
+ ad∗zp′p − ad∗z′pp + 〈p,•
′
p〉 + ad∗lpp
′
p − ad∗lp′pp
)
(103)
and the anchor:
aN(U)p (z, ) = i∗− ad∗zp. (104)
Since the anchor is a submersion onto U, a theorem of Mackenzie (see [17]) shows
that for a contractible base U this algebroid is trivializable (that is, it is isomorphic to
the trivial Lie algebroid U × h∗ × KeraN(U)p for any p ∈ U ).
In this section, we give an explicit trivialization for the dynamical !-matrix of theorem
29 (note that, here, U is not in general contractible). First of all, we need a Lie algebra
isomorphism p: gp → g0, given by the following proposition:
Proposition 39. The hypotheses and notations are those of Theorem 29. For all p ∈ U ,
the map:
p: g

p
X
−→
−→
g0,
Add
e−splpX
(105)
is a Lie algebra isomorphism. Thus, the bundle map
	: U × g0
(p,X)
−→
−→
KeraN(U) ⊂ U × (l⊕ g∗),(
p,−−1p X
) (106)
is a Lie algebra bundle isomorphism.
As in Section 6, we drop the sufﬁx d in the adjoint actions.
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Proof of Propsition 39. Let p ∈ U . For any z ∈ l, since sad∗zp = adspz, a computation
yields (see Lemmas 30, and 32):
Ade−splp (z+ sad∗zp) =
adsp
sh adsp
z ∈ l (107)
and for any  ∈ l⊥,
Ade−splp =
(
pg∗Adesp i∗g
)−1
 ∈ l⊥ (108)
thus p is well deﬁned. It is clearly a Lie algebra isomorphism (since Ade−sp and lp
are Lie algebra isomorphisms). 
To complete the trivialization, we need a ﬂat connection:
Proposition 40. Under the hypotheses and notations of Proposition 39, the bundle map
: U × l∗
(p, )
−→
−→
N(U) = U × l× g∗,(
p,
sh adsp − adsp
ad2sp
s,
sh adsp
adsp
s
)
(109)
is a ﬂat connection satisfying:
[
,	X
]N(U) = 	 (dX()) (110)
for any smooth section  ∈ (U × l∗) and X ∈  (U × g0).
Proof. First, notice that
sh adsp − adsp
ad2sp
s = ch adsp − 1
adsp
s− lp sh adsp
adsp
s (111)
for all p ∈ U and  ∈ l∗.
For p ∈ U and  ∈ l, an easy computation shows that aN(U)p
(
(p, )
) = . Thus, 
is a ﬂat connection if and only if:
[
(), ()
]N(U) = 0 (112)
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for all constant sections , . For ,  ∈ l∗ seen as constant sections of the vector
bundle U × l∗,
[
(), ()
]N(U)
p
=
(
dp
sh ads· − ads·
ad2s·
()s− dp sh ads· − ads·
ad2s·
()s
−
[
sh adsp − adsp
ad2sp
s,
sh adsp − adsp
ad2sp
s
]
+
〈
sh adsp
adsp
s, dpl(·) sh adsp
adsp
s
〉
,
dp
sh ads·
ads·
()s− dp sh ads·
ads·
()s
−
[
sh adsp − adsp
ad2sp
s,
sh adsp
adsp
s
]
−
[
sh adsp
adsp
s,
sh adsp − adsp
ad2sp
s
]
−
[
sh adsp
adsp
s,
ch adsp
adsp
s− sh adsp
ad2sp
s
]
−
[
ch adsp
adsp
s− sh adsp
ad2sp
s,
sh adsp
adsp
s
])
. (113)
The ﬁrst equation of Lemma A.2 shows that the second component of the right-hand
side of Eq. (113) vanishes. To prove that the ﬁrst component vanishes too, use Eq.
(111), the generalization of the classical dynamical Yang–Baxter Eq. (34), Lemma A.2,
and the l-equivariance Eq. (33). Thus  is a ﬂat connection.
Now, we show that equation (110) is satisﬁed. As in the ﬁrst part of this proof,
we only need to show that equation (110) is satisﬁed for all  ∈ l∗ considered as a
constant section:
(1) If Xp = zp ∈ l for all p ∈ U ,[
(),	(z)
]N(U)
p
= − [(), (i∗ads·z)]N(U)p − [(), (z, 0)]N(U)p
= −[, i∗ads·z]p −
[
(), (z, 0)
]N(U)
p
= 	p
(
dpz()
)
since  is a ﬂat connection, and by Lemma A.3.
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(2) A direct computation (using the fact that adzpg∗ = pg∗adz for all z ∈ l) shows that
Eq. (110) is satisﬁed for Xp = p ∈ l⊥ for all p ∈ U .
Proposition 40 is thus proved. 
Assembling Propositions 39 and 40, we get:
Theorem 41. Under the hypotheses and notations of Theorem 29, the bundle map:
T : U × l∗ × g0 −→ N(U) = U × l× g∗ (114)
given by
Tp(, z+ )
=
(
sh adsp − adsp
ad2sp
s− sh adsp
adsp
z,
sh adsp
adsp
s− sh adspz− pg∗Adesp
)
(115)
is a Lie algebroid isomorphism.
The inverse T −1 of T is given by
T −1p (z, s+ ) =
(
− ad∗zp,
sh adsp − adsp
adspsh adsp
s− z− (pg∗Adesp ig∗)−1
)
(116)
for z ∈ l,  ∈ l∗ and  ∈ l⊥.
7.4. Duality
We start with a deﬁnition of a duality for Lie quasi-bialgebras:
Deﬁnition 42. Let G = (g, [ , ],,) be a Lie quasi-bialgebra with canonical double
d, and assume that l is a Lie subalgebra of g such that l = 0 and  ≡ 0mod l. The
Lie quasi-bialgebra
G =
(
G
(d,l⊕l⊥,m⊥⊕m)
)−
is called the dual over l of the Lie quasi-bialgebra G.
Observe that if l = 0 and  ≡ 0mod l then g = l ⊕ l⊥ is indeed a lagrangian
subalgebra of d, so that the dual over l is well deﬁned. Also observe that if a Lie
quasi-bialgebra is canonically compatible with a reductive decomposition g = l ⊕ m
(see Deﬁnition 25), then its dual over l is also canonically compatible with the reductive
decomposition g = l⊕ l⊥.
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Let op: g → g be the standard involution associated to the reductive decomposition
g = l⊕m:
op(z) = z, op(u) = −u
for all z ∈ l and u ∈ m. Denote by d the canonical double of G. First, observe that
under the canonical vector space identiﬁcation d  d, the Lie algebra g is not a Lie
subalgebra of d (but the Lie algebra g is isomorphic (by op) to the Lie subalgebra
gop = l ⊕ m of d). Second, observe that under the canonical identiﬁcation d  d,
(G) = G, but rather(G) = Gop, which is isomorphic to G.
We now turn to our main duality statement which provides the dual Poisson groupoid
of a Poisson groupoid associated with a canonical !-matrix:
Theorem 43. Under the hypotheses and notations of Theorem 29, the dual Poisson
groupoid of the dynamical Poisson groupoid associated with the canonical !-matrix lcan
is (isomorphic to) the connected, source-simply-connected covering of the dynamical
Poisson groupoid U ×G×U with the Poisson structure associated with the canonical
!-matrix on U for the Lie quasi-bialgebra G, where G is the connected, simply-
connected Lie group with Lie algebra g.
Proof. The Poisson bracket on the dual groupoid G is uniquely determined (up to
automorphism) by the requirement that the trivialization map T of theorem 41 is a Lie
bialgebroid isomorphism, that is, by the condition that the map −T ∗ is a Lie algebroid
isomorphism from the Lie algebroid A(G) of G to the Lie algebroid NG (U) (the
conormal bundle of the unit of the Poisson groupoid G). We compute −T ∗:U × l∗ ×
g→ U × l× (g)∗  U × l× (l∗ ⊕m):
−T ∗p (, z+ u)
=
(
sh adsp − adsp
ad2sp
s− sh adsp
adsp
z,
sh adsp
adsp
s− sh adspz+ pgAde−spu
)
,
(117)
where  ∈ l∗, z ∈ l and u ∈ m. Here, the adjoint action is that of the double d of G
on itself.
Let Gop be the trivial groupoid U ×Gop × U , and denote by T :A(Gop) → U ×
l × (g)∗ the trivialization associated with the data G and g = l ⊕ l⊥ given by
Theorem 41. The Lie algebroid isomorphism T  is given by
T p (, z+ u)
=
(
sh adsp − adsp
(adsp)2
s− sh ad

sp
adsp
z,
sh adsp
adsp
s− sh adspz− p(g)∗Adespu
)
.
(118)
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Here, ad denotes the adjoint action of the double d of G on itself. Denote by J 
the linear isomorphism from d to d deﬁned by J (z + ) = z +  for all z +  ∈ g
and J (s+u) = −s−u for all  ∈ l∗ and u ∈ m (we use the canonical vector space
identiﬁcation d  d). Recall that J  is a Lie algebra isomorphism from d to d (see
Section 2.6). Using J , Eq. (118) reads:
T p (, z+ u) =
(
J 
sh adsp − adsp
(adsp)2
s− J  sh ad

sp
adsp
z,
− J  sh ad

sp
adsp
s+ J  sh adspz+ pgJ Adespu
)
=
(
sh adsp − adsp
ad2sp
s− sh adsp
adsp
z,
sh adsp
adsp
s− sh adspz− pgAde−spu
)
.
Now, denote by ôp:U × l∗ × g → U × l∗ × gop the trivial Lie algebroid isomorphism
given by: ôpp(, z + u) = (, z − u). Clearly, −T ∗ ◦ ôp = T . Thus, −T ∗ is a Lie
algebroid isomorphism. 
Example 44 (Duality for Etingof–Varchenko dynamical r-matrices). Let g be a com-
plex simple Lie algebra with Killing form Bg, h ⊂ g a Cartan subalgebra,  (resp.,
s) the set of roots (resp., simple roots). Denote by 〈〉 ⊂  the root span of a ﬁxed
subset  ⊂ s , and set ± = ±\〈〉±, where ± denotes positive and negative roots.
Let
g = h⊕
⊕
∈
g (119)
be the root space decomposition of g. Denote by (xi)(1 i rankg) an orthonormal basis
of h and choose root vectors (e)∈ such that Bg(e, e−) = 1.
In [10], Etingof and Varchenko have shown that, up to gauging, analytic dynamical
r-matrices at 0 associated with the Lie quasi-bialgebra
G = (g, [ , ], 0, 14 〈,〉)
are given by
REVq () =
∑
i,j
Cij (q)〈xj , 〉xi +
∑
∈
(q)〈e−, 〉e (120)
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for all  ∈ g∗, where
(q) =
1
2
coth
(, q − )
2
, ∀ ∈ 〈〉, (121)
(q) = ± 12 , ∀ ∈ 
±
. (122)
Here,
∑
ij Cijdxi ⊗ dxj is an arbitrary closed analytic 2-form on a neighborhood of
0 ∈ h∗ vanishing at 0, and  ∈ h∗ lies in the complement of the singular hyperplanes
〈, 〉 = 0,  ∈ 〈〉.
Let  = REV0 . Note that REV0 lies in the algebraic varietyMG,l,m of [9]. By Corollary
35, REV is (formally) gauge equivalent to lcan+, where lcan is the canonical !-matrix
associated with the twisted Lie quasi-bialgebra G = (g, [ , ], ,), and hence, the
Poisson groupoids associated with lcan and REV are (formally) isomorphic. In particular,
the dual Poisson groupoid is given (up to a formal isomorphism) by Theorem 43.
We now give the pair of dual Lie quasi-bialgebras (G,G). In the formulae below,
we use the identiﬁcations g∗  g, h ⊕ h⊥  h ⊕ n and m⊥ ⊕m  h ⊕ n induced by
the Killing form.
For G, we have, for all x, y ∈ g,
xy = [x, (y)]g − ([x, y]g),
(x ⊗ y ⊗ 1,) = 14 [x, y]g + [(x), (y)]g − 
([(x), y]g + [x, (y)]g) .
The structural data for G = (g = h⊕h⊥, [ , ],,) are as follows: the Lie bracket
[ , ] of h⊕ h⊥  h⊕ n is that of the double d for G:
[z, z′] = 0,
[z, u] = [z, u]g,
[u, u′] = (u⊗ u′ ⊗ 1,)+ (u′, ·u)
for z, z′ ∈ h and u, u′ ∈ n.
Put  = (0). The bracket [ , ]|n×n then reads as
[e, e] = ( + ) [e, e]g,
[e, e−] = ( 14 − 2) [e, e−]g
for all ,  ∈  such that  +  = 0, which implies that g is isomorphic to the
semi-direct product l(n+n
−
), where
l = h⊕
⊕
∈〈〉
g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is the Levi factor and n± are the corresponding nilpotent radicals (a fact already
observed in [16]).
The cocycle  is given by −ph⊕h⊥[z + u, z′ + u′]d, for z + u ∈ h ⊕ h⊥, and
z′ + u′ ∈ m⊥ ⊕m:
z+uz′ + u′ = phu′u− ph(u⊗ z′ ⊗ 1,)− (z′, ·u)+ pn[u′, u]g (123)
which explicitely reads as
z = 0,
ez =  [z, e]g,
ee = −[e, e]g,
ee− = − [e, e−]g
for z ∈ h, and for all ,  ∈  such that +  = 0.
The associator  is given by ph⊕h⊥[z+ u, z′ + u′]d, for z+ u, z′ + u′ ∈ m⊥ ⊕m:
(u⊗ u′ ⊗ 1,) = ph[u, u′]g,
(u⊗ z′ ⊗ 1,) = phuz′ + [u, z′]g = [u, z′]g,
(z⊗ z′ ⊗ 1,) = ph(z⊗ z′ ⊗ 1,)+ (z′, ·z) = 0.
One checks that, when  = , the cocycle : g∗ → L(m⊥ ⊕m, g∗) is not exact, thus
providing a genuine example of non-exact Lie quasi-bialgebra which is compatible with
a reductive decomposition.
7.5. Link with the duality of symmetric spaces
In this section, we show that the duality of symmetric spaces (see [15]), which
relies on duality for orthogonal symmetric Lie algebras, is related to the duality of
quasi-bialgebras introduced in Deﬁnition 42. We ﬁrst recall the deﬁnition of orthogonal
symmetric Lie algebras (see [15]).
Deﬁnition 45. An orthogonal symmetric Lie algebra is a pair (g, ) where g is a Lie
algebra over R,  is an involutive automorphism of g, and l, the set of ﬁxed points of
 is a compactly imbedded subalgebra of g.
When (g, ) is an orthogonal symmetric Lie algebra, we consider the reductive
splitting g = l ⊕ m of g into the eigenspaces of  for the eigenvalues +1 and −1,
respectively, as in Example 36.
There is a notion of duality for orthogonal symmetric Lie algebras which goes as
follows: let (g, ) be an orthogonal symmetric Lie algebra. Let g denote the subset
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l+ im of the complexiﬁcation gC of g. Notice that g is a (real) Lie subalgebra of gC,
since [m,m] ⊂ l. Now, the mapping : z+ iu → z− iu is an involutive automorphism
of g, and the pair (g, ) is again an orthogonal symmetric Lie algebra, called the
dual of the orthogonal symmetric Lie algebra (g, ).
We can translate this duality when g is semi-simple: let (g, ) be an orthogonal
symmetric Lie algebra, and assume that g is a semi-simple Lie algebra. We consider
the complexiﬁed Lie algebra d = gC, which we view as a real Lie algebra. We consider
the bilinear, symmetric, invariant, and non-degenerate bilinear form on d: ( , )d = "B,
where B is the Killing form on gC. Then g is a lagrangian Lie subalgebra of d, and
ig is an isotropic complement. We set G = G(d,g,ig). Clearly, the Lie quasi-bialgebra G
is cocommutative, and its associator  is given by  = −〈,〉, where  ∈ (S2g)g
is the Casimir element of g, and 〈 , 〉 is Drinfel′d’s bracket. Now, since  lies in
l⊗ l⊕m⊗m, and since [m,m] ⊂ l, the Lie quasi-bialgebra G is canonically compatible
with the reductive decomposition g = l⊕m. The dual of the orthogonal symmetric Lie
algebra (g, ) is (g0, ), where g0 is the underlying Lie algebra of G, the dual of the
quasi-bialgebra G, and where  is the standard involution associated to the reductive
decomposition on g0. We can note that g0 is still semi-simple (use Cartan’s criterion),
but that g and g0 are not isomorphic in general: this can be seen by comparing the
signature of the Killing form on g and on g0. Thus, the Lie quasi-bialgebra G is not
self-dual, nor is the dynamical Poisson groupoid G associated to G.
Appendix A . Complements
A.1. A linear algebra result
To prove that the map deﬁned by Eq. (84) is skew-symmetric, we use the following
lemma:
Lemma A.1. Let E be a vector space, F and F ′ two subspaces such that E = F ⊕F ′,
and denote by p and p′ the projections on F and F ′ along F ′ and F and by i and i′
the inclusions of F and F ′ into E. Let f be an automorphism of E, and assume that
pf i and p′f−1i′ are automorphisms of F and F ′ respectively. Then:
(pf i)−1pf i′ = −pf−1i′(p′f−1i′)−1. (A.1)
Proof. We start with the relation:
L(F ′, F ) $ 0 = pff−1i′ = (pf i)pf−1i′ + pf i′(p′f−1i′). (A.2)
Since pf i and p′f−1i′ are automorphisms of F and F ′, one obtains Eq. (A.1) by
applying (pf i)−1 and (p′f−1i′)−1 on the left and on the right of Eq. (A.2). 
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A.2. Differential of the exponential map
For the convenience of the reader we recall the expression of the differential of the
exponential map (for a proof see e.g., [15]):
Let G be a Lie group with Lie algebra g, and denote by exp : g→ G the exponential
map. For any x ∈ g, the differential of exp at x is given by
Tx exp(u) = !exp x 1− e
−adx
adx
u (A.3)
for all u ∈ g. In particular, one has:
dxAde•(u) = Adex ad 1−Ade−x
adx u
(A.4)
for all u ∈ g.
A.3. More differential identities
We prove some differential identities which are used to prove Proposition 40:
Lemma A.2. For all p ∈ U and ,  ∈ l∗, the following three equations hold:
dxadn(u)v =
n−1∑
i=0
(
n
i + 1
)
[adixu, adn−i−1x v], (A.5)
dp
sh ads·
ads·
()s− dp sh ads·
ads·
()s
=
[
ch adsp − 1
adsp
s,
sh adsp
adsp
s
]
+
[
sh adsp
adsp
s,
ch adsp − 1
adsp
s
]
, (A.6)
dp
ch ads· − 1
ads·
()s− dp ch ads· − 1
ads·
()s
=
[
sh adsp
adsp
s,
sh adsp
adsp
s
]
+
[
ch adsp − 1
adsp
s,
ch adsp − 1
adsp
s
]
. (A.7)
Proof. To prove Eq. (A.5), write:
dxadn(u)v =
n−1∑
i=0
adix[u, adn−i−1x v] (A.8)
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and use Leibniz’ relation:
adnx[u, v] =
n∑
i=0
(n
i
)
[adixu, adn−ix v] (A.9)
and the identity
n−k∑
i=0
(
i + k
k
)
=
(
n+ 1
k + 1
)
. (A.10)
Recall that the expressions sh adspadsp and
ch adsp−1
adsp are, respectively, the even and odd
parts of Adesp−1adsp . Using Lemma A.2, we compute:
dp
Ades· − 1
ads·
()s− dp Ades· − 1
ads·
()s
=
∑
n0
1
(n+ 2)!
(
dpadn+1s· ()s− dpadn+1s· ()s
)
=
∑
n0
n∑
i=0
1
(n+ 2)!
(
n+ 2
i + 1
)
[adisps, adn−isp s]
=
[
Adesp − 1
adsp
s,
Adesp − 1
adsp
s
]
.
Now, selecting, respectively, odd and even parts of this expression yields relations (A.6)
and (A.7). 
The following lemma is used to prove relation (110) of Proposition 40.
Lemma A.3. For all entire functions f, the identity
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f (adsp+tadspz) = f (adsp)adz − adzf (adsp) (A.11)
holds for all z ∈ l and for all p ∈ U .
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Proof. Let f be an entire function, say f (x) =∑n0 fnxn. Then, for v ∈ d and z ∈ l,
using Lemma A.2 one computes:
dadspf (adspz)v =
∑
n1
fndspadn(adspz)v
=
∑
n1
fn
n−1∑
i=0
(n
i
)
[adispz, adn−isp v]
=
∑
n0
fn
(
adnsp[z, v] − [z, adnspv]
)
.
Lemma A.3 is thus proved. 
Appendix B . Proof of Lemma 7
Observe that Eq. (19) is the dual of Eq. (18), so the two are equivalent. We prove
Lemma 7 by induction on n: for n = 1, relations (18), (20) and (21) hold, by deﬁnition
of a quasi-bialgebra morphism. Assume that these relations hold for some n ∈ N. Then,
	pg1
(
ad1	∗
)n+1
u = 	pg1ad1	∗pg1
(
ad1	∗
)n
u+ 	pg1ad1	∗pg∗1
(
ad1	∗
)n
u
= pg2ad2pg2
(
ad2
)n
	u+ 	pg1ad1	∗	∗pg∗2
(
ad2
)n
	u
= pg2ad2pg2
(
ad2
)n
	u+ pg2ad2pg∗2
(
ad2
)n
	u
which proves (18) at rank n+ 1,
pg∗1
(
ad1	∗
)n+1
u = pg∗1 ad1	∗pg1
(
ad1	∗
)n
u+ pg∗1 ad1	∗pg∗1
(
ad1	∗
)n
u
= 	∗pg∗2 ad2	pg1
(
ad1	∗
)n
u+ pg∗1 ad1	∗	∗pg∗2
(
ad2
)n
	u
= 	∗pg∗2 ad2pg2
(
ad2
)n
	u+ 	∗pg∗2 ad2pg∗2
(
ad2
)n
	u
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which proves (20) at rank n+ 1, and
	pg1
(
ad1	∗
)n+1
	∗ = 	pg1ad1	∗pg1
(
ad1	∗
)n
	∗
+	pg1ad1	∗pg∗1
(
ad1	∗
)n
	∗
= pg2ad2	pg1
(
ad1	∗
)n
	∗+ 	pg1ad1	∗	∗pg∗2
(
ad2
)n

= pg2ad2pg2
(
ad2
)n
+ pg2ad2pg∗2
(
ad2
)n

which proves (21) at rank n+ 1. Lemma 7 is thus proved. 
Appendix C . Proof of Theorem 21
Let k1, and assume that l = l′ modulo terms of degree k. We show that there
exists  ∈ Map0(D,G)l such that l = l′ modulo terms of degree k+1: for all  ∈ l⊥,
one has pml = pml′ modulo terms of degree k + 1. Indeed, equation (32) shows
that the term of degree k−1 of 〈, dl()〉 only depends on the terms of degree k−1
of l. Thus, for all  ∈ l∗ and ,  ∈ l⊥, one has 〈, dl()〉 = 〈, dl′()〉 modulo terms
of degree k, and since l0 = l′0, the equality pml = pml′ holds modulo terms of
degree k + 1. Now, if :D → g is an l-equivariant homogeneous map of degree
k + 1, set  = e. Then  is l-equivariant, and one checks that l = l + di∗ − (d)∗
modulo terms of degree k + 1. We show that there exists such a map  such that
l = l′ modulo terms of degree k + 1: we deﬁne a 2-form  on D (with values
in the ground ﬁeld) by setting 〈,  ∧ 〉 = [〈s, (l′ − l)s〉]k , for ,  ∈ l∗, and we
deﬁne a 1-form  on D with values in g by setting 〈, 〉 = pm[(l′ − l)]ks, for  ∈ l∗.
Here, the bracket [·]k means to select the homogeneous term of degree k. Since l = 0
and g = l⊕m is a reductive decomposition, both  and  are l-equivariant forms (the
scalar ﬁeld is seen as a trivial l-module). Using Eq. (32) and the assumption that l = l′
modulo terms of degree k, we check that they are closed forms:
d〈,  ∧ 〉() = [〈s, d(l′ − l)()s〉]k−1
= [〈s, d(l′ − l)()s〉]k−1 + [〈s, d(l′ − l)()s〉]k−1
= d〈,  ∧ 〉()+ d〈,  ∧ 〉(),
d〈, 〉() = pm[d(l′ − l)()s]k−1 = pm[d(l′ − l)()s]k−1
= d〈, 〉().
Thus,  is an l-equivariant closed 2-form on D and  is an l-equivariant closed 1-
form on D with values in g. Thus, by the equivariant Poincaré lemma, there exists a
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homogeneous l-equivariant 1-form  on D of degree k + 1 such that dRh = , and
a homogeneous l-equivariant map  : D → g of degree k + 1 such that d = . The
1-form  may be seen as an l-equivariant map from D to l, which will be denoted by
. Now, set p = p + p. We check that setting  = e yields l = l′ modulo terms
of degree k + 1: let ,  ∈ l∗. Clearly, 〈s, d()〉 − 〈s, d()〉 = 〈dRh,  ∧ 〉 =
[〈s, (l′−l)s〉]k , so that 〈s, (l−l′)〉 = 0 modulo terms of degree k+1. Let  ∈ l∗
and  ∈ l⊥. Then, 〈, d()〉 = 〈, d()〉 = 〈, [(l′−l)]ks〉, so that 〈, (l−l′)s〉 = 0
modulo terms of degree k + 1. Therefore, l = l′ modulo terms of degree k + 1.
It is clear that l = l′ modulo terms of degree 1. Thus, by induction we con-
struct a sequence (k) ∈ Map0(D,G)l of homogeneous maps of degree k such that
l
(k)···(2) = l′ modulo terms of degree k. Clearly, the sequence (k) · · · (2) converges
in Map0(D,G)l to a map  ∈ Map0(D,G)l such that l = l′. Theorem 21 is thus
proved. 
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